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John S Lundy, Ralph Waters, Paul Wood:
..

The Foundinn of the American Board ofAnesthesiolo8J'

by Douglas R. Bacon, M.D. *
The triumvirate of John Lundy, Ralph
Waters and Paul Wood is critical to the his
tory of anesthesiology. Long-time friends,
Travel Club members and pioneers in the de
veloping specialty of anesthesiology in the
1920s and '30s, these three men combined
their u nique talents to create the American
Board of Anesthesiology. Theirs is not a fairy
tale story; for in attempting to certify physi
cian anesthetists as specialists Lundy, Waters
and Wood had to defy the existing political
power in anesthesiology; create a society, na-.
tional in scope, acceptable to the American
Medical Association (AMA), and devise cer
tification criteria satisfactory to the AMA and
themselves that iris'tJ'red qualified: physician
specialists' recognition. :. .
Lundy, Waters and WOQ� ea.chhad indi
vidu al talents.' Lundy: :i{�� f�iends With Dr.
Olin West, secretary and general manager of
the AMA, .and other influential m:embers of
the AMA.l Waters, the eldest, was a consum
mate clinician and investigator. He developed
the first true academic department of anes
thesiology in the United States at the Uni
versity of W isconsin, Madison.2 The New
York City stalwart, Paul Wood, stands in con
trast to the other two men. His genius was
organization, and between 1930 and 1945
he ensured that several societies of anesthe
tists remained active and vital. Wood mimeo
graphed minutes of llie American Society of'
Regional A nesthesia and the New York Society
of Anesllietists to permit members outside of
cosmopolitan New York to maintain adequate
involvement with the organization.)
John Silas Lundy, M.D.
John Lundy was born in Inkster, North
Dakota, July 6, 1894. His father was a phy*Presented at the
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sician who had helped to organize the North
Dakota Medical Society. Lundy's father died
of pneumonia when John was a toddler, and
he lived with his mother for most of his adult
life. Lundy graduated from the University of
North Dakota vvith a Bachelor of Arts de
gree in 1917, and received his Medical Doc
torate from Rush Medical College in Chi
cago in 1920.4
Shortly after graduation, Lundy settled in
Seattle, Washington, and began practicing
anesthesia. He ha·d· Dr. Foregger build him a
�ortable gas machine (nitrous oxide, oxygen,
'.carbon dioxide and ethylene) vvith an ether
"izer in 1923. Lundy liked to use the newest
anes' thetic tethniques, and in that same year
he first used ethylene to produce general
.:,'
anesthesia.1
A year later, William Mayo was visiting
Seattle prior to embarking on a transpacific
voyage. At a dinner held in his honor by the
Kings County Medical Society, Mayo wound
up sitting next to Lundy. The brash young
anesthetist inquired if the famed Mayo clinic
used ethylene to produce general anesthesia.
Mayo responded they did not, and in the
course of the evening Lundy impressed Mayo
sufficiently that the surgeon offered him a
position at the Clinic, heading a newly cre
ated section on anesthetics.s
Lundy accepted. Safely installed at the
Clinic, producing scientific papers6 and anes
t11etizing the rich and famous7, Lundy thrived.
He was responsible for supervising the nurse
anesthetists, a sore political point that would
eventually lead to the unification of the tri
umvirate and the founding of the American
Board of Aneslliesiology. Using his political
connections, on every visit to Chicago Lun1y
would. call on Dr. West and lobby for the offi
cial recognition of aneslliesiology as a specialty.
Ralph Milton Waters, M.D .
Ralph Milton Waters was the elder states-

man of the triumvirate. Born October 9,
1883 in North Bloomfield, Ohio, he was a
lad of eleven when Wood and Lundy entered
the world. W1ters attended the Western Re
serve University and in 1912 received his
Medical Doctorate. He initially opened a
general practice in Sioux City, Iowa, but
quickly began to specialize in obstetrics and
anesthesia. Having been given a nitrous ox
ide apparatus by one of the surgeons in ex
change for Waters anesthetizing all of his
patients, Waters soon began to be reco!,TJlized
as an anesthetist in the local medical com
munity. By 1915 he was a full time special
ist.8
Four years later, in 1919, W1ters opened
the Downtown Anesthesia Clinic. It was an
ambulatory surgery clinic, a concept pio
neered by Waters. In 1923 W,ters moved to
Kansas City, Missouri, and replicated the
clinic on a larger scale. He also began inves
tigation into carbon dioxide elimination, and
developed the Waters to-and-fro canister. In
1927, at the age of 43, he was recruited to
the University of W isconsin to dircct the
anesthesia section ami develop an academic
group. He was extremely successful, anti his
gradu ates have continued to dominate aca
demic anesthesiology.9
Paul Meyer Wood, M.D.
Paul Meyer Wood was born on June 8,
1894, in Frankfort, Indiana, the son of school
teachers. He began his college edu cation at
the University of Notre Dame in 1912, and
transferred to Columbia University in New
York when his family moved east for his fa
ther to accept a headmaster's job at a Bibli
cal Seminary training missionaries. In 1917
Wood cntered the College of Physicians and
Surgeons, but interrupted his medical stud
ies to organize an ambulance unit which saw.
action on the Italian front.10
Continued on Pane 4
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Anesthesia History Association

President's Report

Annual Meeting and Dinner

Thanb to the efforts of Dr. Bill Hammonds, Local Arrangements Chairman, and Dr. Ray
fink, President Elcct, the annual meeting and dinner this year will be on Tuesday, October 24,
in the Milan and Strasbourg Rooms on the third floor of the Atlanta Hilton and Tower Hotel.
A no-host Social Hour at 6:30 p.m. will be followed at 7: 30 p. m:by the business meeting
and a buffet dinner, at which wine will be served.
The lecture this year will be presented by Dr. Martin Moran, a distinguished physician and
pediatrician. Recently, he has written a book on the history of medicine in Atlanta and at
present he is President-Elect of the Medical Association of Atlanta. His topic will be: History
of Medicine in Atl anta.
. Those wishing to attend this meeting and renew friendships with members of the Associa
tion are urged to send their reservations and checks (total cost $55.00 per person) soon (not
later than October 1 ) to: Dr. William D. Hammonds; Center for Pain Medicine, Emory Clinic;
1 327 Clifton Road N.E.; Atlanta, GA 30322.
Please complete the insert in the Bulletin to facilitate handling the reservations. Everyone
is welcome to bring guests.

A New Transformation

Beginning with this issue, it will be noted that there is a new name and a new masthead.
The Newsletter is to bc called the Bulletin ifAnesthesia History and is sponsored jointly by the
Anesthcsia History Association and the Wood Library-Museum of Anesthesiology. For the
present, the Editor will remain the same and the Associate Editors will be Dr. Doris K. Cope,
representing the Anesthesia History Association, and Dr. Donald Caton, representing the
'Wood Library-Museum. The Editorial Stan; as in the past, will remain under the guidance of
Mrs. Debra Lipscomb, who has done superb work and will continue to do so.
The contents of the Bulletin will not change radically and will attempt to bring to readers
itcms of historical interest and value to which it has access. All readers of the Bulletin are
invitcd to submit papers and articles of interest to our specialty and/or to make suggestions as .
.to how the Bulletin may be improved.

Richard H. Ellis, M.B., B.S., F.F.A.R.C.S.

(1937�1995)

A well-known and respectcd British colleague, Dr. Richard Ellis, died suddenly at 58 years
of age in the postoperative period following an operation on May 1 0, 1 995.
Dr. Ellis was a Consultant Anaesthetist and Senior Cardiothoracic Anaesthethetist in the
Department of Anaesthesia at St. Bartholomew's Hospital in London.
From 1 975-1 977 he served on the Council of the Association of Anaesthetists of Great
Britain and Ireland. Beginning in 1 980, he edited the third volume of Essays on the First Hun
dred Years c:fAnaesthesia, which was published in 1 982, along with a reprinting of Sykes' earlier
two volumes. The completed works were sponsored in part by the Wood Library-Museum of
the American Society of Ancsthesiologists.
From 1 983-1 990 he was one of the Faculty of Anaesthetists' examiners for the final part
of the EEA.R.C.S. examination. From 1 985- 1 988 he was ,\ member of the Council of the
Section of Anaesthetists of the Royal Society of Medicine.
In 1 985 he presented the Lewis H. Wright Memorial Lecture at the annual meeting of the
American Society �)f Anesthesiologists and also was the guest lecturer at the annual meeting of
the Anesthesia History Association.
He was the author of 36 papers, about half of which were concerned ,vith the history of
anesthesiology.
His most recent publication in 1 994was The Case Books if Dr. John Snow, a 567 -page opus
for which he wrote a comprehensive introduction and in which the case books themselves
show careful editing. This volume was published by the Wellcome Institute for the History of
Medicine, London.
Dr. Ellis ,vill be sorely missed by his many friends, and particularly by his colleagues de
voted to the study of the history and heritage of anesthesia. He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Elizabeth Ellis, and three children. Donations if desired may be sent to: The Missions to
Seamen, St. Michael, Paternoster Row, London EC4 2RI.

A busy spring calendar culminated in a
versatile and enjoyable program for our third
Spring Meeting, as organized again by Dou
glas Bacon. There were some excellent pa
pers, and we hope to see some of them pub
lished during the coming year. One of the
highlights was a pre-meeting reception for
all participants on Wednesday, May 1 0th,
hosted by the University of Pittsburgh De
partment of Anesthesia and its leaders, Peter
Winter and Peter Safar.
On the evening of May 1 0th there was a
called meeting of council for the purpose of
exploring ways of implementing goals and
missions of our society which are clearly and
succinctly stated in the Constitution and
original By-laws. Many useful ideas were pro
posed and discussed. It is now a matter of
determining some realistic priorities for
those projects which will be undertaken to
increase both visibility and function of the
Anesthesia History Association. One item,
the importance of which has been agreed
upon, is the establishment of a prize contest
for the best Anesthesia History paper by a
resident physician to begin in 1 996.
In the last week of March your President
had a quick trip to Hamburg, Germany, as
the official representative of the Anesthesia
History Association, invited for the purpose
of planning the next International Sympo
sium on the History of Anaesthesia, which
will be held at the Conference Center in
Hamburg, April 26 to 30th, 1 997 immedi
ately following the German Anaesthesia Con
gress (DAK). Put this on your calendar now
for 1 997.
-Lucien E. Morris, MD.

Laureate of
Anesthesia History

In the April, 1 995, issue of the Newslet
ter, an announcement was made regarding
nominations for the 1 996 Laureate of the
History of Anesthesia. One error was made
in that account, namely, that all nominations
for this honor should be forwarded not l ater
than July 31, 1995.
The Bulletin if Anesthesia History is pub
lished four times a Y)'lT as a joint effort of
the Anesthesia History Association and
the Wood-Library Museum of Anesthe
siology.
C.R. Stephen, M.D., Editor
Doris K. Cope, M.D., Associate Editor
Donald Caton, M.D., Associate Editor
Debra Lipscomb, Editorial St'!lf
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Roderick Kerns Calverley, M.D.

\

The anesthesia fraternity of the world
mourns the loss of Rod Calverley, eut down
in his prime by a tragic automobile accident
on April 1 , 1 995, just after his return from a
military mission to war-torn Sarajevo. While
attending a retreat of the Department of
Anesthesiology of the University of Califor
nia, San Diego (U.S.C.D.), on April 1 , Rod
took advantage of a three-hour break to go
for a ride into the desert with his wife and
daughter and her boy friend when the acci
dent occurred. He was thrown. out of the car
and died a few minutes later.
Rod was born and reared in British Co
lumbia and went to California in the early
1 970s, where he became a naturalized U.S.
citizen and a member of the U.S. Army Re
serves, rising eventually to the rank of Colo
nel. At the time of his death he was a Clinical
Professor of Anesthesiology at U.C.S.D.
Dr. Calverley made his mark in the world
on two fronts, as an outstanding historian of
the progress in anesthesia and as a much trav
eled harbinger of good will throughout the
world.
While attending the First International
Symposium on the History of Anesthesia in
Rotterdam in 1 9 8 2 , Drs. Calverley, Calmes

(1938-1995)

and Mainzer were imbued with the idea that
a historical society for anesthesiologists in
America should be organized. further work
ensued and in Oetober, 1 9 83, the Anesthe
sia History Association was formed. This
organization has thrived in the interim and
much of the spark has been the constant en
thusiasm of Dr. Calverley.
In 1 989, recognizing his profound inter
est in the history of anesthesia, Rod was
elected a Trustee of the Wood Library-Mu
seum of Anesthesiology and until his untimely
death he served as an outstanding and inno
vative force in promoting the heritage of our
specialty.
Calverley's intensity of drive was also
shared by the U.S. Army Reserve forces.
Traveling under the aegis of the Department
of State or the Army Reserve, he made trips
over the years to Mexico, Ethiopia, Indone
sia, Malaysia, Afghanistan and Russia . He
served with a mobile medical unit during the
Persian Gulf War with distinction.
A funeral and memorial service was held
at St. Paul's Episcopal Cathedral in San Di
ego on April 7, 1 99 5 . Accompanied by full
military honors, over 400 friends and admir
ers paid tribute to this tireless worker amI

humanitarian. He is survived by his gracious
,vife, Janeen, a daughter Christine, and a son
Grant. Memorial donations may be sent to a
charity of one's choice.

DR. ROD K. CALVERLEY LAID TO REST
by Selma Harrison Calmes, MD
On a glorious California day, April 7 ,
1 99 5 , several hundred colleagues, family and
friends gathered in St. Paul's Episcopal Ca
thedral in San Diego to honor the life of Dr.
Rod Calverley, one of the leaders of anesthe
sia history. Rod was killed in a tragic car ac
cident April 1 , near Borrego Springs in the
California desert. The beautiful day was a
bitter contrast to the sadness all felt that day,
as Rod had touched all our lives in a pro
foundly human way.
St. Paul's Episcopal Gathedral was the
church Rod most frequen'tly attended. It is
Normandy-style, with simple grey mortar
walls, a bank of lovely stained glass windows
on the south wall and a Gothic-style carved
wood pulpit to the right of the altar. Two
simple bouquets flanked the altar (there was
a request for no flowers). Music from the
cathedral's magnificent organ filled the
church as we gathered for the service.
Onward Christian Soldiers was the proces
. sional hymn. The flag-covered casket was
brought in by the pall bearers from the 6252

US Army Hospital Section 1. They were led
by Col. William Marshall; others were Col.s
Garth Lee and Frank Lynch (Dr. Lynch is a
pediatric surgeon in San Diego and was a
close friend of Rod's), LTC Dan Meyer (he
is a CRNA at the San Diego VA Hospital and
accompanied Rod on military missions),
Major David Schmidt, 1 st Sgt. Dan McManus
and Sgt. 1 st Class Raymon Flores. Dean
Carroll, previous Rector of St. Paul's and a
long-time friend of Rod's, came out of re
tirement to officiate at the service.
Rod's University of California at San Di
ego (UCSD) colleague and well-known aca
demic anesthesiologist Dr. N. Ty Smith gave
a remembrance of Rod's professional life at
UCSD and the Veteran's Administration
Hospital. It included vignettes of a "stolen"
Resusci-Annie which Rod really borrowed
for an outside CPR course; this led to a run
in ,vith the VNs security soon after he ar
rived. After interrogating Rod, the VA secu
rity officer realized what a special person Rod
was. Convinced that Rod could not commit

a crime, he dropped the case. Other stories
noted the older anesthesia and lab equipment
items that seemed to find their way to his
crowded office (otherwise known as the
Wood Library-Museum West), his love of his
British heritage, his devotion to the people
he served as a samaritan, and examples of
Rod's enthusiasm for anesthesia history and,
especially, for people.
A reading from Isaiah 35 was followed by
the hymn, Crown ?f Many Thorns. Chaplain
Henry L. Pereson, LTC USAR, spoke on
Rod's service to his country; which began in
1 9 83. He joined the Army Reserve that year.
He was responsible for introduction of the
mini-vaporizer system to the United States
Armed forces. This was a distinct technical
improvement from previously available mo
bile anesthesia machines. Rod participated
in many Reserve missions and served in the
Gulf War.
The 23rd Psalm and a flute solo led to a
remembrance of Rod's service to humanity
Continued on Page J 6
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Wood was a war hero, receiving the Croce
d'Guerra and the Medolie Di Volare in 1 9 1 8 .

After returning from the front, Wood re
sumed his medical studies, graduating from
Columbia in 1 9 2 2 . He then spent eight
months as a surgical house officer at Bellevue.
In 1 9 23 Wood was a house officer at
Roosevelt Hospital. He spent nine months
on the anesthesia service, working with men
like Thomas Drysdale Buchanan, James
Gwathmey and Paluel Flagg. Of the triumvi
rate, Wood was the only one to have any for
mal postgraduate training in anesthesiology.
On completion of his training Wood was ap
pointed a junior attending Anesthetist at
Roosevelt Hospital. I I

The Quest for Specialty Status
In the early 1 930s, two trends in anes
thesiology collided, making specialty certifi
cation for physicians critical. The first, an
outgrowth of physician research into the sci
entific foundations of clinical anesthesiology,
resulted in a new and somewhat complex
technolo gy for the administration of anes
thetics. Gas machines were sprouting new
and different agents, regional anesthesia was
beginning to grow in importance, and intra
venous techniques of inducing anesthesia
were beginning. Case reports concerning the
'
management of chronic painful conditions
were among the cutting edge topics in the
literature. Postgraduate training programs in
.
the specialty were being established, and the
non-specialist had tremendous amounts of
new technology with which to cope.12
At the same time, the world was in the
midst of a strong economic depression. Hos
pitals looked to anesthesia as a source of in
come. By hiring nurses for a few dollars a
clay, or using houscstaff, hospitals could
charge an anesthetic fee far in excess of the
hospital cost. Surgeons too had reasons to
balk at the full-time physician anesthetist.
The surgeon could also hire a nurse to ad
minister anesthetics and charge a fee in ex
cess of cost for her services. Or, to keep re
ferrals flowing, the surgeon could ask the
general practitioner to administer the anes
thetic. l ]
Physician specialists in anesthesia looked
to their national organizations to help weed
out these "interlopers". Francis Hoeffer
McMechan, the tireless arthritic cripple and
recognized leader of organized anesthesia,
had been trying from 1 9 1 2 to secure physi
cian-only anesthesia in AMA-approved hos
pitals in the United States. He had become,
in the eyes of the AMA, a pest. Likewise,

McMechan had become convinced that the
AMA wanted nothing to do with the physi
cian anesthetists . 14 Thus, as the 1 93 0 s
opened, the relationship between organized
anesthesia and the AMA could best be char
acterized as a virtual impasse.
McMechan, however, believed that he
could certify specialist practitioners in anes
thesiology on a world-wide basis. His orga
nization proposed that a college should be
established along the lines of the American
College of Surgery and the American Col
lege of Physicians, totally independent from
the AMA. At the C ongress of Anesthetists in
1 93 2 , a committee was established to study
the possibility of certification. IS McMechan's
group sought to establish the criteria upon
which certification could be granted. In the
first formal proposal, the group requested
that an applicant submit the records for three
thousand patient administrations, be en
dorsed by two surgeons and two physician
anesthetists, be a member in good standing
'vvith the local, state and national medical
societies, and not work with nurses or other
technicians in the delivery of anesthesia.ls
It was this latter proviso, against the nurse
anesthetists, that nearly split organized an
esthesia in two. Ralph Waters, as a friend of
McMechan, wrote offering his opinion that
the specialty was too small, and that there
were too many other issues before them to
split the physician anesthetists into two camps.
He cited the example of Lundy, who had done
great things for anesthesia, but supervised
nurses. Excluding him from the certification
process would, in essence, invalidate it.16
McMechan responded quickly, both per
sonally and through his trusted associate
Frederick Clement. Both chided Waters, and
told him that if he didn't like the proposed
certification criteria, he could disassociate
himself from the process. 17 The year 1 933
provided Waters with an opportunity to ex
plore alternative forms of certification, at
tempting to link them with the American
Medical Association, and along the way to
forge a successful political triumvirate with
Lundy and Wood.
The International College of Anesthetists
came into being in 1 93 5 . McMechan and his
associates kept the proviso concerning the
training of nurse anesthetists, but weakened
the clinical requirements. They requested
only ten case reports for certification and thus
crippled the process. IS As Wood 'would later
remark, the College granted an intern with
only one month's training a certificate as a
specialist based on his ten case reports. In
another instance, a surgeon who rarely anes
thetized patients, but had presented a paper

at the New York Academy of Medicine on
Anesthesia, was awarded a certificate. The
surgeon then attempted to use these qualifi
cations to assume the chairmanship of a university training program. 18

The Great Triumvirate
In the Spring of 1 933, Wood took a trip
to see the "Century of Progress" exhibition
in Chicago. It was a family excursion, his wife
and children visiting the fair while Paul at
tended the AMA meetings held in conjunc
tion with the exposition. After the meetings
were over, Wood traveled first to Madison to
visit with Ralph Waters, and later to Roches
ter, Minnesota, to see Lundy. Certification
was a lead item on the agenda. 19
McMechan's initial certification proposal
had just been announced. Wood and Lundy
agreed with Waters concerning the nurse
anesthesia proposal. While Wood never sup
ported nurse anesthetists, he understood the
need to put the physician's house in order
first, and then, united, to tackle the "techni
cians" . Wood expressed these thoughts in a
letter to Waters:
Yes, I felt that you were not in sympa
thy with the plan but that you belong
in the "interested" group. I have read
and reread your letter many times and
I am convinced that I can communi
cate freely with you . . . I planned to
come up to Madison (and since re
cently meeting John Lundy) to go on
to Rochester. . . This is all in a way edu
cational in the right direction, and
eventually may lead some surgeons to
see the light. . . 19
Wood's trip helped to strengthen the
bonds of friendship between the men. As they
searched for an alternative proposal during
the lengthy hiatus in the founding of the In
ternational College (between proposal in
1 93 1 and first induction in 1 935), Lundy
visited the h�adquarters of the American
Medical Association with great frequency.
Overtures for a section, a necessary prereq
uisite to an independent specialty board, were
favorably received. Yet, Waters feared that
AMA involvement would cause McMechan
to pull away and split the anesthetists. 20 The
AMA feared McMechan would control the
section and likewise pulled back.
Waters and Wood began to explore, how
ever, the AMA criteria for specialization.
Wood was secretary of the New York Society
of Anesthetists, a New York City based orga
nization with membership spread across New
York state, Pennsylvania and the New England

(
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states. The society moved to create a new
class of membership, Fellows, that strictly
adhered to AMA criteria. Fellows were re
quired to present evidence of 2,500 admin
istered anesthetics, or 500 and an advanced
postgraduate training in anesthesiology. Each
candidate also had to be a member in good
standing of the AMA.2 1

Thus, the goal of the New York Society's
Fellowship was to meet the criteria of the
AMN s Advisory Council of Medical Special
tics. Using the influence of Frank Lahey and
other prominent, sympathetic surgeons, the
physician anesthetists' proposal was placed
before the AMA.22
Frank McMechan, however, was not happy
with this development. The International
College was something of a failure, and ap
plications for fellowship were not numerous.
Other physician anesthetists across the coun
try responded as Waters did to the New York
Society program.21 It was strict, well orga
nized and held the promise of approval one
day by the AMA. McMechan and his close
associates tried to torpedo the program. In a
.
letter to Ralph Waters, Paul Wood stated:
Of course we are having the dickens
of a time with some of the old Inter
national and Associated hold-outs. For
example, Long and Stewart had both
shown keen interest in what we were
doing, but neither have officially ap
plied. Dr. Herb very definitely turned
us down in a letter received today.
Evans and Wells have not replied to
any of my communications in any
shape, manner or form and Miller is a
definite stand-out together with
McCarthy and Clement.N
In February of 1936, the New "yprk So
ciety changed its name to the American So
ciety of Anesthetists, partly to reflect the na
tional nature of membership, and partially
to make the name more acceptable to the
AMA.2S Shortly thereafter, Erwin Schmidt,
Waters' Surgical Chief at W isconsin, visited
'New York with a plan that met with Waters'
a p p roval. Rather than independence,
Schmidt was offering AMA recognition as a
sub-board of the American Board of Sur
gery.26
Wood and the ASA jumped at the chance
for certification. Schmidt, Waters and Wood
set about arranging to make the sub-board a
reality. Schmidt urged Waters to make a for
mal appliqtion to Everts Graham, the chair
man of the proposed American Board of Sur
gery.17 Graham was receptive to the idea, and
invited Waters and Wood to speak at the

Palmer House in Chicago on Januar y 10,
1937. In what was supposed to be a twenty

minute presentation, Waters and Wood spoke
for over two hours. They sufficiently im
pressed the American Board of Surgery
(ABS) that it was agreed to take on the phy
sician anesthetists as a sub-board.1s Final ar
rangements were concluded at the April
1937 ABS meeting.29 Meaningful certifica
tion in anesthesiology had arrived.
Waters' close professional relationship
with Schmidt permitted them to make an
effective political team for anesthesia.
I think Erwin had done a most remark
able piece of political skirmishing in
our behalf, and I am sure he will never
know the full extent of my apprecia
tion for the time and effort he has
spent in helping us attain a position of
recognition in medicine to which we
are rightly entitled.3D
Wood's role had been to create an effec
tive political organization acceptable to the
AMA. Lundy undoubtedly had helped the
physician's cause at AMA headquarters, but
as long as McMechan lived the AMA would
not grant the ABA independence.

The Death of McMechan
On June 26, 1939, the tireless organizer

of American Anesthesiology, F.H. McMechan
died. Lundy acted in the context of a vacuum
in leadership within the physician anesthe
tists' community. He furthered the political
ambitions of the physician anesthetists late
that July when Morris Fishbien, President of
the AMA, came to Rochester for the funeral
of Dr. William Mayo. On August fourth,
Lundy wrote and asked for a Section of An
esthesiology. Apparently Fishbien referred
him to James E. Pallin, Chairman of the
Council on Scientific Assembly. Lundy re
quested a Section on Anesthesiology, the nec
essary prerequisite for independence:
I called on Dr. Olin West and Dr. W.
D. Cutter at AMA Headquarters and
asked their advice about the situation
that had arisen since the death of Dr.
F.H. McMechan ... while he lived,
AMA was unwilling to do much for
fear that he would come into control
of it. ... Dr. West felt that if you knew
about the urgency of the situation now
to make a home for the anesthetists in
the AMA...3 1
Lundy was successful. The 1940 House
of Delegates of the AMA approved a section

on anesthesia for the 194 1 meeting. Lundy
was appointed secretary, and for the next 15
years ensured that there would be an excel
lent series of s�ientific papers presented. The
American Board of Anesthesiology likewise
gained its independence in 1940.

Conclusions

It took the efforts of three men, working
in concert, to create an acceptable certifica
tion process for physician anesthetists. As
sociating with the AMA was critical, for the
number of anesthetists in the United States
was small, and the umbrella of the larger or
ganization was necessary to add legitimacy
to the proceedings. Also, these three men
defied the conventional politics of their day
when they believed that McMechan was
wrong. By attempting to avoid splitting an
esthesia over the "technician" issue, Waters,
Wood and Lundy eventually seceded from
McMechan, but only when they were sure
that a majority of their colleagues would fol
low them.
Waters, the thoughtful academic working
as a liaison with the surgeons, helped to cre
ate the possibility of a Board acceptable to
anesthetists, surgeons and the AMA. Wood
assured that the political organization of the
anesthetists was in order. Lundy at first reas
sured the AMA that McMechan would not
control the board, and after McMechan's
death provided the opportunity within the
AMA to gain independence from the sur
geons. All of us owe this triumvirate a debt
of gratitude for their astute, concerted po�
litical action.

The author 1V0uld like to thank Mr. Patrick
Sim, librarian extraordinaire Jor his kind assis
tance at the Wood LibrGly7Museum ifAnesthesi
oloBJ and Mr. Bernard SchermetzlerJar his help
with the Waters Collection at the Steenbock Li
brary, University if �Wisconsin, Jl!adiJon.
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History of Cardiovascular Monitoring

An Historical Backdrop to Cardiovascular Monitoring
by George Stephen Bause, MD, MPH

We conclude thisjascinating history ifcardiovascular monitoring in this issue if the Bulletin. First published in Anesthesiology Clinics of North America,
Volume 6, December, 1988, we are indebted to Dr. Bause and to the WB. Saunders CompanyJar permission to reprint this penetrating account here.
Western Theories of Circulation
A Spanish physiologist-theologian, Miguel
Serveto (1509 to 1553) of Villanueva de
Sigena (Michael Servetus Villanovanus)
sought the nature of God as revealed through
man's soul and man's body. As the Spanish
Inquisition terrorized his homeland, Serveto
escaped to Paris and subsequently to tutori
als under Gunther, Sylvius, and Vesalius.2]
Serveto developed his own theories on the
pulmonary circulation, realizing that:
a crimson color ... is generated, as said,
by the mingling of the inspired air with
the more subtle portion of the blood
which the right ventricle of the heart
communicates to the left. This com
munication, however, does not take
place through the septum, partition,
or mid-wall of the heart, as commonly
believed, but by another admirable
contrivance, the blood being transmit
ted from the pulmonary artery (vena
arteriosa) to the pulmonary vein
(arteria venosa) by a long passage
through the lungs, in the course of
which it is elaborated, and becomes
of a crimson color.40.89
Serveto was burned at the stake for his
critical views on the pulmonary circulation.
Coining the term "circulation" (1569),
Andrea Cesalpino (c. 1519 to 1603) of
Arezzo, Tuscany, Italy, actually published his
descriptions of the pulmonary and the sys
temic circulations some 57 years before Wil
liam Harvey did SO.3 His anatomic dissec
tions led him to conclude that:
The circulation of the blood, which
takes place from the right ventricle to
the left ventricle, in passing through
the lungs, agrees quite exactly with the
following facts.... There are two ves
sels which end in the right ventricle,
two in the left. One of the two is af
ferent, the other efferent.... The blood
is conducted to the heart by the veins
... is carried by the arteries through
out the body ... the veins are engorged
below a ligature, not above. Those who

bleed patients are familiar with this
experiment.19.86

blood cooled by warming the limbs
being in turn warmed by the heart.57

Cesalpino also recognized the role of
venous valves in maintaining circulation:

International acclaim followed his formal
publication of De Motu Cordis in 1628.

The passage� of the heart are so ar
ranged by nature that from the vena
cava a flow takes place into the right
ventricle, whence the way is open into
the lungs. From the lungs, moreover,
there is another entrance into the left
ventricle of the heart, from which then
a way is open into the aorta artery, cer
tain membranes being so placed at the
mouths of the vessels that they pre
vent return. There is a kind of per
petual movement through the heart
and lungs into the aorta artery, as I have
explained in my 'Quaestiones
Peripateticae. ' 19.20

Stethoscopy
Exactly 200 years after Harvey's initial
Lumleian Lecture, a French physician:

W illiam Harvey (1578 to 1657) of
Folkestone, Kent, received his Doctor of
Physic in 1602 from the foremost medical
school of the day, the University of Padua.
He received his Doctor of Medicine degree
from the University of Cambridge that same
year and began practice in London. From
Harvey's first Lumleian Lectures to the Col
lege of Physicians in Surgery and Anatomy,
manuscript notes reveal that Harvey had al
ready formula ted by 1616 his theory on the
circulation:
It is plain from the structure of the
heart that the blood is passed continu
ously through the lungs to the aorta as
by the two clacks of a water bell.ows
to raise water.
It is shown by the application of a
ligature that the passage of the blood
is from the arteries into the veins.
W hence it follows that the move
ment of the blood is constantly in a
circle, and is brought about by the beat
of the heart. It is a question, there
fore, whether this is for the sake of
nourishment or rather for the preser
vation of the blood and the limbs by
the communication of the heat, the

walking in the court of the Louvre ...
saw some children, who, with their
ears glued to the two ends of some long
pieces of wood which transmitted the
sound of the little blows of the pins,
struck at the opposite end.... He con
ceived instantly the thought of apply
ing this to the study of diseases of the
heart. On the morrow, at his clinic at
the Necker Hospital, he took a sheet
of paper, rolled it up, tied it with a
string, making a central canal which
he then placed on a diseased heart.
This was the first stethoscope.7]

(
I

"

The Frenchman, of course, was Rene
Theophile-Hyacinthe Laennec (1781 to
1826). Laennec recalled fondly that:
In 1816, I was consulted by a young
woman labouring under general symp
toms of diseased heart, and in whose
case percussion and application of the
hand were of little avail on account of
the great degree of fatness .... I rolled
a quire of paper into a sort of cylinder
and applie� one end of it to the region
of the heart and the other to my ear,
and was not a little surprised and
pleased, to find that I could thereby
perceive the action of the heart in a
manner much more clear and distinct
that I had ever been able to do by the
immediate application of the ear. From
this moment I imagined that the cir
cumstance might furnish means of
enabling us to ascertain the character,
not only of the action of the heart, but
of every species of sound produced by
motion of all the thoracic viscera.6l.lOl

I .

\
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A myriad of modifications were made on
Laennec's stethoscope. Pierre-Adolphe
Piorry (1794 to 1879) of Poitiers designed
a more slender stem and attached a
pleximeter in 1826.80 This was followed 3
years later at Edinburgh Royal Infirmary by
Nicholas P. Comins' invention of the first
flexible stethoscope.22 The physician who
first completely described the murmurs of
mitral stenosis, 101 Charles J. B. Williams
(1805 to 1889) of London created a lead
tubed binaural stethoscope in 1843.102 Dr.
Arthur Leared of London gave the first pub
lic cxhibition of a binaural stethoscope at the
1851 World Fair.66 That same year, Dr.
Nathan B. Marsh received his US patent for
stethoscopes having a "double branch con
nected with the main trunk, so as to enable
persons to use both ears simultaneously."75
A distant forerunner of the phonendoscope,77
Marsh's stethoscope was inconvenient. One
critic observed:
Over the pectoral end of the instrument
was stretched a membrane; two elastic
tubes led from this to the ear. It is said
that the ear pieces were inconvenient,
and to use the instrument required both
hands. It gave a muffled but loud sound
causcd by reverberation inside the instru
ment, due to the presence of the drum
and the unequal bore.77
Better control of reverberation was
achieved by Aurelio Bianchi of Florence, who
devised the phonendoscope in 1894. Bianchi
published details of this new instrument with
Eugenio Bazzi the following year.8 "The
phonendoscope as it later appeared consisted
of a heavy metallic cup with low margins, in
which a light elastic hard-rubber diaphragm
was made to vibrate both by sound waves and
body movements. The instrument was made
somewhat on the principle of the tele
phone ..:. Two long rubber tubes with ear
pieces connect[ ed] with the cavity of the in
strument." 77 A final modification in 1896 by
Dr. H. B. Baruch of New York City affixed
stethoscopic ear pieces to the ends of the
rubber tubes of the phonendoscope.4
A year in the wake of the Baruch-Bianchi
phonendoscope, in December of 1897, Rob
ert C. M. Bowles of Brookline, Massachu
setts, filed for design and utility patents on
the Bowles stethoscope.ll Not until 1901 did
Bowles receive the latter US patent for:
a stethoscopic instrument provided
with an exposed diaphragm adapted to
make contact with the body of a per-

son, and with a back having a concaved
front face ... to form an air-chamber,
and a substantially small curved sound
delivery tube or pipe of substantially
non-compressible material attached to
said back near its center and extended
toward the outer edge ... to afford a
smooth and unobstructed outlet for
the sound-vibrations.14
Widely quoted in a report on the Bowles
stethoscope in theJohns Hopkins Bulletin, Dr.
llichard Clarke Cabot (1868 to 1939) char
acterized the Bowles stethoscope as "a simple
diaphragm like that of the telephone, con
nected with the chamber into which the tube
of the stethoscope enters. W ith it one can
hear sounds deeper in the chest than those
heard with any other stethoscope.... One can
hear as much of the heart sounds through
the clothes with this instrument as with any
other instrument next to the skin." 2 As a
leading Boston physician, Cabot helped lead
a discussion of Harvey Cushing's "blood
pressure observations"26 at the program en
titled "Consideration of Blood Pressure" held
January 19, 1903.56 As both an authority in
auscultation and a leading proponent of the
recently marketed Bowles stethoscope,
Cabot acquainted Cushing with Bowles' in
strument. Cabot's enthusiasm about "the
Bowles" was not lost on Harvey Cushing dur
ing the conference in Boston.
Cushing returned to Baltimore, and
within 28 months construction was com
pleted on his Hunterian Laboratory for Ex
perimental Medicine.56 Named after anato
mist John Hunter, the "old Hunterian" was
America's first experimental surgical labora
tory and also the veterinary hospital for Bal
timore. However, the Hunterian's name
"mystified Baltimoreans who thought the
term had reference to pointers, retrievers,
and setters."S6
First on dogs in the HunterianP and then
on patients at Johns Hopkins Hospital,
Harvey Cushing employed his personal
Bowles stethoscope in 1907 as the first intra
operative precordial monitor. His Bowles
stethoscope was rather bulky at 2 inches in
diameter and was used predominantly as a
respiratory monitor during induction of gen
eral anesthesia. Particularly on the dogs, the
Bowles would often need to be removed as
the chest was opened. Removing the moni
tor after induction (that is, during mainte
nance of anesthesia) was unsatisfactory, be
cause both Cushing and surgeon-anesthetist
S. Griffith Davis were anxious to avoid the
"dread stage of respiratory paralysis ... [and

promote] quiet [respiration], with perhaps a
very slight snore. "29 The binaural component
of the Bowles stethoscope was not especially
helpful in the operating room, because the
anesthesiologist needed one ear free for com
munications from operating room person
nel. In fact, within a year, the Bowles would
be relegated to detecting Korotkoff sounds
under lliva-Rocci's cuff.6 1
Over the next 12 months, Davis and
Cushing sought to bring "a simple device ...
into general use-namely, the COlltinuous aus

cultation ifcardiac and respiratory rhythm during
the entire course ifanesthesia. ,,28 This monitor

ing device would have to be useful in the
prone and other awkward positionings of the
neurosurgical patient. Cushing wrote:
With a patient in this prone posi
tion it is difficult for the anesthetist to
gauge fully the variations in cardiac ac
tion, and during the past six months
Dr. Davis has employed in these, as in
all other operations, [a very simple
device].
The idea arose from a practice in
the Hunterian Laborato r y of
auscultating the heart during the pro
duction of experimental valvular le
sions, and like other things has been
carried from laboratory to clinic. The
transmitter of a phonendoscope is se
cured by adhesive strips over the
precordium and connects by a long
tube with the anesthetist's ear, where
the receiver is held by a device similar
to a telephone operator's headgear.
Uninterrupted information of the
patient's condition is thus given, and
the anesthetist need not disengage a
hand for the occasional palpation of
the pulse, which is all that he is usu
any expected to do. On several occa
sions, by the prompt appreciation of
change in the heart-beat or respiration
thus acquired, it has been possible to
avert what otherwise might have been
surgical disasters.28
Future monitors would avert intra
operative disasters by assessing changes in
blood circulation by means of continuous
modalitie s like s o n i c accumulation,
phono-cardiography, and esophageal
stethoscopy and e c hocardiography.
Cushing's intraoperative auscultation with
the Bowles stethoscope and Davis' more
practical precordial monitoring with the
phonendoscope were harbingers of sound
Continued on Pane 8
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Hierog!y.Rhics

Transliteration

Translation

.J1 0 'V
lln I

S.t-Yb

pulse
("heart activity")

PaBe

heart sound
("itspeaksj

yp

? heart rate
("counting")

Fiaure I. Riferrina to the heart and the pulse, these EBYPtian
hieroalyphics were aleanedjam The Secret Book of the
Physician.

(and ultrasoundl) monitoring practices to
come.
PULSATION
The pulse is the rhythm of life. The radial
pulse has predominated as a diagnostic site
for cardiovascular monitoring.
Egyptian: The Heart Speaks
As early as the "Old Kingdom" or "Pyra
mid Age" of the 30th to 26th centuries BC,
the Egyptians valued the pulse as a measure
or monitor of health in the present life.' tIi
eroglyphic phrases like "heart activity" and
"the heart speaks" suggest the action of the
pulse, and "counting" and "measuring" point
to the likelihood that Egyptians counted pulse
rate (Fig. 1). The 17th century BC saw the
transcription of the first surgical textbook,
the Edwin Smith Papyrus. This papyrus gave
instructions on cardiovascularly assessing the
neurologically injured patient:
'Thou examinest a man, ' [it means]
counting any one-- [like cou]nting
things with a bushel. (For) examining
(measuring) is [like] one's [counting]
a certain quantity with a bushel, (or)
counting something with the fingers,
in order to [know]-.--. It is measur
ing things with a bushel which-
one in whom an ailment is [cou]nted,
like measuring the ailment of a man;
[in order to know the action] of the
heart. There are canals (or vessels) in
it (the heart) to [every] member. Now
if the priests of Sekhmet or any physi
cian put his hands (or) his fingers
[upon the head, upon the the back of

the] head, upon the two
hands, upon the pulse,
upon the two feet, [he]
measures [to] the heart,
because its vessels are in
the back of the head and
in the pulse; and because
[its pulsation is in] every
vessel of every member.
tIe says 'measure' regard
ing his [wound] because
of the vessels to his head
and to the back of his
head and to his two
feet-- his heart in or
der to recognize the in
dications which have
arisen therein; meaning
[to meas]ure it in order
to know what is befalling
therein.'s

Indian: The Ayurvedic Tridoshas
In order to be in Tridhatus or a state of
balance, the three life forces Vayu, Kapha,
and Pitha must be in perfect balance. When
they are imbalanced, these are referred to as
the three faults or Tridoshas. To monitor a
patient's health, the physician merely needs
to palpate the radial pulse, the "Witness to
the Soul."
Pulse anthologists Amber and Babey
Brooke summarize Ayurvedic pulse monitor
ing as follows:
First, the pulse at the wrist or the
radial pulse is the one that is usually
preferred and is examined with three
fingers.
The male patient extends his right
hand for his pulse to be taken, but the
female extends her left hand. This
practice is reversed in the Chinese
technique.
The examiner uses the three fin
gers of his right hand: the index, the
middle, and the ring finger or other
wise described as the second, third,
and fourth fingers, and he places these
three in a position two fingers in width
below the root of the thumb. The phy
sician uses his left hand to press the
artery of the elbow and holds the
patient's hand in a slanting manner
while he places his right hand in the
manner described above.... A heavy
pulse to the index finger shows air; to

Chinese: The 12 Pulses
The ancient Chinese elevated the taking
of the pulse to an art. According to the Nei
China, very early in the morning was the best
time of day for taking the pulse "when the
breath of Yin has not yet begun to stir and
�hen the breath of Yang has not yet begun
to diffuse...."n Generally, only the radial
pulses were examined. The pulse diagnosti
cian would examine a male patient's left ra
dial pulses prior to the right ones and a
female's right ones before her left. Each
hand's radial pulsation was divided into inch,
bar and cubit regions, each of which could
be palpated deeply (the internal
or Yin pulse) or superficially (the
external or yang pulse) .104 Thus a
total of 12 pulses, six on each
hand, required monitoring (Fig.
4) . Note that the Nei China and
the European acupuncturists
agree on the meridians or organ
systems represented by the six
deep or yin pulses; however, these
Right Wrist
sources disagree on the organs
D.Lungs
represented by the superficial
S. Large Intestines
E. Thoracic Organs
pulses (Fig. 2).
Acupuncture and moxibustion
were developed as treatment mo
Heart Olnstrielor
S. Trihealers
E. Abdomen
dalities for ministering to imbal
ances perceived in the 12 organ
systems or meridians. Modern
European and Chinese acupunc
ture reflects the evolution of Chi
nese pulse diagnosis after the dis Fiaure 2. The 12 Chinese pulses included 6 yana or deep (D.)
semination of Mei China ("The pulses and 6 yen or supedlcial ones. The oriainal meridians
Classic if the Pulse"), a ten-volume represented by the supedlcial pulses have evolvedfrom those if
reference written by Wang Shu the Nei Ching (S.) to those if the modern European
acupuncturists (E.).
Ho (265 to 317 BC).41
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the middle finger shows fire; and to
the ring finger shows water.... The
pulse becomes fast with air, jumpy with
fire, and slow with water.'

Greek: Observation of Pulse

Praxagoras' disciple, Herophilus (f. 3 1 5
BC) o f Chalcedon used a clepsydra, an Egyp
tian water clock, to measure pulse rate in Al
exandria. He also delineated four cardinal
properties of the pulse: frequency, rhythm,
size, and strength. W ith his phrase "pulsus
caprizans, " Herophilus likened the forcible
pulse following an extrasystole to the leap
ing of a goat. Nearly 2,000 years would pass
before man would again monitor the pulse
as accurately as Herophilus had done.

Venous Access and Pulsations

Forsaking Herophilus' goat, Sir Christo
pher Wren experimented on dogs in 1 656.
Combining opium, wine, and ale inside a pig's
bladder, Sir Christopher Wren infused the
mixture through a goose quill into a dog's
vein. Venous access was born!
Fifty years later, public anxiety over a rash
of sudden deaths in Rome prompted still fur
ther investigations of the venous system, its
distention; and its pulsations. The following
year, in 1 707, Giovanni Maria Lancisi ( 1 654
to 1 720) published his observations on the
association of cardiomegaly with sudden
death.64 The brilliant Lancisi differentiated
between cardiac dilatation and hypertrophy.
By 1 728 he had correlated jugular venous
distention with right heart dilatation.65
Lancisi's careful examination of the jugular
venous pulsation and distention formed the
basis for his discussion of tricuspid regurgi
tation.

Direct Measurement of Pulsation

Geddes has classified major early investi
gations of direct blood pressure measurement
into mechanical, mechano-optical, electro
lytic, and strain-gauge manometry.50
The Rector of Farringdon, Hampshire,
and Minister of Teddington, Middlesex, Rev
erend Stephen Hales began informal blood
pressure investigations on the crural (femo
ral) arteries of dogs in 1708. Hales reported
that "about six years afterwards I repeated
the like Experiments on two horses, and a
fallow Doe." In his 1733 publication Statical
Essays, Hales renders "An Account of some
Hydraulick and HydrostaticalExperimen ts made
on the Blood and Blood-Vessels of Animals"
with the following as "Experiment I":
In December I caused a Mare to be tied
down alive on her Back, she was four-

9

teen Hands high (56
inches), and about fourteen
Years of Age, had aflstula on
her Withers (shoulders) ,
was neither very lean, nor
yet lusty: Having laid open
the crural Artery about
three Inches from her Belly,
I inserted into it a brass
Pipe whose Bore was one
sixth of an Inch in Diam
eter; and to that, by means
of another brass P ipe which
was fitly adapted to it, I
fixed a glass Tube, of nearly
the same Diameter, which
was nine Feet in Length:
Then untying the Ligature
on the Artery, the Blood
rose in the Tube eight Feet
three Inches perpendicular
above the Level of the left
Ventricle of the Heart: But
it did not attain to its full
Height at once; it rushed
Fi8ure 3. Experiment Ijam Reverend Hales' Statical Essays:
up about half way in an In
theflrst direct measurement ifblood pressure.
stant, and after wards
gradually at each Pulse twelve, eight,
jugular vein and right ventricle . At the horse's
six, four, two and sometimes one Inch:
autopsy, Bernard learned that he had caused
When it w<}s at its full Height, it would
pericardial tamponade secondary to right
rise and fall at and after each Pulse two,
ventricular perforation.6 Thus Bernard was
three, or four Inches; and sometimes
the first to demonstrate a major complica
it would fall twelve or fourteen Inches,
tion from central venous monitoring.79
and have there for a time the same Vi
A professor of anatomy, anatomy and
brations up and down at and after each
physiology, and physiology at, respectively,
Pulse, as it had, when it was at its full
Marburg, Zurich, and then Leipzig, Carl F.
Height; to which it would rise again,
W Ludwig ( 1 8 1 6 to 1 895) pioneered the .
after forty or fifty Pulses.55
graphic method of investigation in 1 84 7.
Sketching his new method of using the re
Unwieldy as this long manometer was,
cording mercury manometer with a smoked
Hales' achievement was a landmark in car
drum kymograph, Ludwig wrote that "In
diovascular monitoring (Fig. 3).
order to secure a good value from Poiseuille's
As part of his 1 828 graduation disserta
mercury manometer, and in order to get the
tion, medical student Jean-Leonard-Marie
time relations of the changes in pressure, put
Poiseuille ( 1 799 to 1 869), characterized his
a staff-like float on the mercury at the upper
"hemodynamometer," a compact, mercury
end of which is a pointer. Let the fluctua
filled U-tube manometer whose hollow lead
tions be written on a surface which passes by
end contained potassium carbonate as an an
the pointer with uniform speed. In this way
ticoagulant. While measuring canine blood
one secures curves, the height of which is an
pressure with his hemodynamometer,
expression of the blood pressure and the
,,
Poiseuille demonstrated variation of blood
duration of which is an expression of time. 69
pressure with respiration . It was Poiseuille's
Clinical and laboratory research contin
work that popularized mm Hg as units for
ued with the manometer. During a surgical
measuring blood pressure.8'
procedure in 1 856, Faivre connected a
In order to disprove theories of a right
patient's femoral artery to a mercury ma
to-left heart temperature difference, Claude
nometer and found a direct arterial pressure
Bernard resurrected Hales' long rod ap
of 1 20 mm Hg.37 By 1 878 Golz and Gaule
proach to vascular access in 1 84 4 . However,
had added a double check valve to the ma
Bernard employed a long mercury thermom
nometer in order to obtain maximum and
eter to cannulate first the equine carotid ar
Continued on Pane 1 0
tery and left ventricle and then the internal
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minimum blood pressure.52
A different mechanical system for mea
suring pressures involved air transmissions
through a double-lumen tube. Following
work near Paris at the School of Veterinary
Medicine at Alfort, Etienne-Jules Marey
(1830 to 1 904) and Chaveau crafted in 1861
this more rapidly responding pneumatic sys
tem. They observed, "One can be reassured
of the innocuity of this method by examin
ing the horse, who is scarcely disturbed, walks
and eats as usual. In only a few instances is
the pulse rate slightly increased, especially at
the time of the catheter's introduction within
,,
the heart cavities. 21 These two investigators
have been credited with reporting the first
dysrhythmic complications of central venous
access.79 Note that neither scientist extended
this catheterization to man.
Fick published details in 1864 of yet an
other mechanical system, his C-spring re
c'order for blood pressure measurement,l8
almost 15 years after its basic principle had
been elucidated. Back in 1 849, a railway en
gineer, R. E. Schinz of Switzerland had de
signed a C-shaped, thin-walled, hollow metal
tube which uncoiled as a gauge of increasing
pressure. 88 Bourdon popularized the gauge of
Schinz at the Academy of Science in 1853,
and thereafter this coikd pressure gauge was
known as the Bourdon gauge. I I The Bourdon
gauge is still employed today to register pres
sure from compressed gas cylinders. The
biphasic wave resulting from Fick's C-spring
was disappointing, especially in light of
Landois' work. In 1872 Landois demon
strated that a moving paper surface could be
sprayed by the stream of blood pulsing from
a fine needle that Landois placed in the tibial
artery of a large dog. Recording not only sys
tolic and diastolic pressures , Landois'
hemautogram demonstrated the existence of
the dicrotic notch.6 8 Four years after Landois'
hemautogram, Fick built a straight-spring re
corder for measuring blood pressure.39
A tremendous advance came in 1 906,
when Sir James Mackenzie (1853 to 192 5)
created the ink polygraph with the technical
help of a watchmaker.71 Mackenzie recalled:
In my early days when investigating the
action of the heart, I attached a tam
bour to the upright stem of a Dud
geon sphygmograph in such a manner
that I was able to obtain, at the same
time as the radial pulse was being re
cordcd, some other movement, as the
jugular pulse, apex beat, or carotid. As,
however, there was a good deal of in-

convenience in the black
ening and varnishing the
papers, and as it was not
possible to get a long trac
i ng upon the heart ' s
rhythm, I discarded this for
the ink polygraph. lol
Progress was also being made
in the field of human central vas
cular catheterization. Following
his research on cirrhosis , 9
Bleichroeder reported having
passed uret�ral catheters into ar
teries and veins of both dogs and
humans as early as 1905. He ob
tained inferior vena caval blood
specimens near the hepatic vein
for his cirrhosis research. None FiBure 4. Harvey Cushina's rouBh sketch ifRiva-Rocci's
theless, he "did not believe the
"d!Bmomanometro. " (Courte� if Yale University.)
experiments to be of any practi
,,
cal value and left them unpublished . 79
Not until 1876 was the first practical arte
Bleichroeder's catheterization experiments
rial occluder, a water-filled bag or pelotte,
appear to have preceded the published re
devised by Ritter Samuel Siegfried K. von
ports ofWerner Forssmann who catheterized
Basch of Germany (1837 to 1 905) .95 Von
his own right heart with a 4 French ureteral
Basch studied only systolic pressure. Pierre
catheter in 1929 .42
Carl-Edouard Potain of Paris (1825 to 1901)
Meanwhile, a host of new technologies
employed an air-filled pelotteY By 1876
emerged. Mechano-optical systems were in
Etienne-Jules Marey of Paris (1830 to 1904)
vestigated first by Otto Frank43-45 and then
had reverted back to hydraulic
by Wiggers. 99,100 Electrolytic manometry was
counterpressure on the forearm.74 In a final
explored by Grunbaum in 189753 and even
victory for pneumatics, Scipione Riva-Rocci ·
tually by Garten in 1 9 1 6.49 As early as 1876,
designed his sphygmomanometer in 1896 at '
Tomlinson had published that stretching a
the University of Pavia in Italy. The Riva
wire produced a change in its electrical re
Rocci apparatus employed an air-inflated,
sistance.91 This basic principle behind strain
armcoccluding cuff that was only 5 cm
gauge manometry remained available but
wide. 8 4
unutilized for 66 years. Geddes has thor
That same year, 1 896, Harvey Williams
oughly and thoughtfully reviewed the com
Cushing began his surgical residency at Johns
plicated evolution of direct gauges of blood
Hopkins Hospital. After completing, "in the
pressure.50
house," his 4 years under Halsted, Cushing
By the end of the Great War, man had suc
travelled throughout Europe during 1 900
and 1901 to gain experience in clinical and
cessfully cannulated arteries and central veins.
Man had also begun to appreciate pulsations
experimental neurosurgery. While ice-skat
on both sides of the heart. A grand frontier
ing and mountain climbing for recreation
during his Swiss winter with Kocher in Berne,
of discovery lay ahead and still lies ahead for
invasive waveform monitoring.
Cushing developed a cough that nagged him
through the spring. Hoping a warmer climate
Indirect Measurement
would improve his health, a reluctant
'of Pulsation
Cushing boarded a train for Italy.3o,47
Mankind was blessed indirectly by that
Having briefly examined direct gauges of
nagging cough. After arriving in Pavia, Italy,
pulsation, step back now to e}''"plore the more
Cushing recorded the following entry in his
clinically applicable world of indirect gauges
of pulse. Indirect measurement of blood
1901 diary:
pressure evolved from solid- to liquid- to gas
filled devices and eventually vacillated back
Pavia May 6 . . . Ospidale di St. Matteo.
Just back of the University. Riva-Rocci
and forth between liquid and gas. A profes
sor of physiology at the University of
at his [Osstaidi] in Vargese. Rarely
Tubingen, Karl Vierordt (1818 to 1884) de
comes to hospital. Dali Edmondo
Orlandi at present is first assistant. Very
termined in 1855 the counterweight re
kind. Speaks German. Also next door
quired to obliterate the human radial pulse.93
_

_
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Giovanni Grassi. Saw an O.P.D. Clinic
in A.M. with a row of cherubic Pavia
girls with their fore arms bared having
injections of iron. Blood pressure ap
paratus at all hands. Many of them in
each ward. Orlandi has made a very
simple one. Riva-Rocci's apparatus is

home made.24

1 896

5. Beecher HK: The f i rs t anesthesia records

(Codman, Cushing). Snrg Gynecol Obstet 71 :689-693,

1 940
6. Bernard C: Leqons sur la Chaleur Animale. Paris,
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A Review of Anesthetic Accidents
In somno securitas is the motto 1 the Association 1Anaesthetists 1 Great Britain and Ireland, and theJollowing paper indicates that most 1 the time thO
motto bearsfruit. However, the author 1 this paper indicates that, through the years, the old adage, "to err is human " is applicable to anesthetists occasional!!.
We are indebted to Mr. Peter Sykes and the Proceedings 1 the History 1Anaesthesia Societyfor permission to reprint this paper which appeared in the Proceedings
, 1 the H.A.S. J 5:49-54, J 994.

IN SOMNO SEMI-SECURITAS
A C hapter of Anaesthetic Accidents
by Mr Peter Sykes
Retired General Dental Practitioner, Ampthill
President, SocietyJor the Advancement 1Anaesthesia in Dentistry ,
Considering the cheerful ignorance with
which anaesthesia was first used, and the
primitive nature of the equipment available,
the early years were remarkably accident-free.
There is, of course, no way of gauging mor
bidity, but the worst possible outcome of any
anaesthetic Is the death of the patient, and it
is a result which can be recorded without
equivocation. I could find no record of any
anaesthetist deliberately murdering a patient
on the operating table, so that any who have
done so presumably got away with it. Deaths
under anaesthesia can be assumed usually to
have resulted from accident, and if we ex
amine the deaths directly associated with an
aesthesia, we can gauge to some extent the
accidents which have occurred, and the rea
sons for them.
The first recorded death in England oc
curred under chloroform in 1848 two years
after the first successful general anaesthetic
had been demonstrated professionally. The
victim was a young girl of 15, Hannah
Greener, who was to have an ingrowing toe
nail removed. In the parish register, along
side the entry in the left margin, the Regis
trar has noted: 'Died from the effects of
chloriform' .
John Snow investigated deaths under
chloroform during the first ten years of its
usc, I before the numbers began to increase
dramatically. In 1848 he wrote: 2
-

After seeing how rapidly the vapour of
chloroform kills animals when it per
vades to a certain extent the air they
breathe, and when we recollect that it
came all at once to be generally ad
ministered without any previous teach
ing on the subject in the schools, it
ought not to surprise us . . . . . that a few
cases have occurred in different parts
of the world in which the exhibition

of chloroform has been attended with
fatal results.
I am of the opinion that ether is inca
pable of causing this kind of accident,
for the blood may imbibe with safety
so considerable a volume of its vapour
that the quantity which the lungs can
contain at once adds but little to that
effect. And I consider that a patient
could only lose his life by ether from
its careless continuance for several in
spirations after well-marked symp
toms of danger had set in.
Snow found in the first 10 years, 25 deaths
from chloroform in England and Wales, 6
from Scotland and 19 from the rest of the
world. These figures cannot be accurate. It
is hardly likely that the whole of the rest of
the world should produce a lesser number
of deaths than England and Wales ' alone.
What they demonstrate is that Snow, although
well read, would not have had access to, or
even perhaps, been able to read in the origi
nal, much of the foreign medical press, and
deaths from overseas were much less likely
to be reported in the English journals. Nev
ertheless, there had by this time been a num
ber of deaths under chloroform around the
world. By 1 882, Henry Lyman, of the USA,3
had collected case reports of 410 deaths as
sociated with chloroform, 27 associat�d with
ether and 8 with nitrous oxide. Of the last 8,
one was due to the patient inhaling a bottle
cork which had been used as a dental prop I
Whether it was the dentist, the anaesthetist
or the patient who had emptied the bottle is
not recorded. These figures made N 0 seem
2
incomparably safe, but it must be remem
bered that its use was largely confined to den
tal operations which were invariably short,
and performed upon basically healthy pa
tients. Most general surgery was carried out

under ether or chloroform, not infrequently
upon moribund patients because surgery was
often the last resort.
By 187 6 it was beginning to be realised
that there were certain common features to
some of the accidents, and that factors other
than the toxicity of the drugs themselves or
the susceptibility of the patients might be of
importance. In England, Dr Lauder Brunton4
had come to the conclusion that irritation of
the fifth cranial nerve under light anaesthe
sia might stop the heart through the vagus.
He drew this conclusion to explain dental
fatalities, but it was known that many other
minor operations were liable to stop the heart :'
under chloroform - removal of the toe-nail "
having a particularly bad reputation. Lauder
Brunton's contemporaries pointed out that
by no stretch of the imagination could either
the trigeminal or the vagus be connected ana
tomicallywith the toe-nail. With our present
knowledge ofwidely different surgical stimuli
causing cardiac arrhythmias, it is surprisingly
uncommon for anaesthetists routinely to use
local blocks in association with general an
aesthesia.
More recently, it was reportedS that sinus
arrest had been induced by a trivial nasal
s timulati o n . A nineteen old girl was
anaesthetised ynth alfentanil, followed by
thiopentone and suxamethonium and with
nitrous oxide/oxygen in a circle system for
maintenance. A temperature probe inserted
into the left nostril caused a sudden and pro
found decrease in heart rate. The probe was
withdrawn and the heart rate immediately
recovered. Reinsertion of the probe led to
sinus arrest of almost three leconds' dura
tion, which resolved w4en the probe was
withdrawn. Since the ma'xillary branch of the
trigeminal innervates 'the nasal mucosa, the
case provides a mo dern justification for
,
Lauder Brunton's theory propounded 1 1�
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years earlier.
Chloroform was more dangerous, for staff
as well as patients, when used after dark. The
operating rooms of those days were lighted
by gas, and above the operating table would
be a multiple gas burner. In 18996 it was re
ported that, after giving chloroform to a mid
wifery case in a s mall room with three gas
jets burning, such a violent coughing and
gasping for breath was induced in the atten
dants that the forceps could not be applied,
and the operation had to be concluded un
der ether. Following a 4-hour operation in
Westphalia, Germany, the previous year, a
nurse collapsed, and two days later died. Five
years before, a letter to the Lancet had ex
plained that when chloroform came into con
tact with a naked flame, highly toxic phos
gene gas was produced.7
In 1906, twelve years after that letter,
John Bouchier-Hayes gave the remedy8 - it
was to dip cloths in ammonia and hang them
up near the lights. Ammonium chloride was
formed, and phosgene gas eliminated. Phos
gene was one of the poisonous gases used
extensively in the First World War, and be
fore gas masks were developed the remedy
was the same as Bouchier-Hayes' - to soak
a cloth in one's own readily available source
of ammonia and b reathe through itl Not the
most immediately attractive of methods, but
no doubt the more frightened you were, the
more readily available was the source of am
monia.
Not all accidents were due to ignorance;
stupidity has always played a part in human
affairs, and anaesthesia is no exception.
Ferdinand Sau erbruch, the German surgeon,
says in his autobiography:
The operation was proceeding nor
mally when, through a cause we were
never able to ascertain, the glowing
cautery set light to the ether vapour
used as the anaesthetic. The violent
explosion that followed was repeated
almost immediately as an oxygen cyl
inder blew up. The patient was killed
on the spot, the sister and the assis
tant were injured, and I lost an ear
drum.
This is exactly like saying: 'I dropped a
lighted match into the fu el tank when,
through a cause we were never able to ascer
tain, the vehicle caught fire' .
In the early days, all anaesthetic agents
were freshly prepared before use. Iron cylin
ders containing compressed gases were in
troduced in about 1870, and with them the

possibility of confusion. All cylinders initially
were painted black, with the chemical for
mula for the gas, or its name, stencilled on
in white, much as it is today. In the early
simple apparatus this was of no concern be
cause the only gas used was nitrous oxide,
diluted as necessary with air. W hen the oxy
gen, too, was presented for use in anaesthe
sia, some method of distinguishing it from
the Np had to be devised and the accepted
way of doing this in the UK was to paint a
white band around the top of the oxygen cyl
inder. It was not until many deaths had oc
curred from connecting the cylinders up
wrongly, or from giving the wrong gas, that
an attempt was made to prevent this by paint
ing the cylinders in different colours; how
ever, deaths due to the wrong gas continued.
Lundy's 1942 textbook described a mechani
cal method of making wrong connections
theoretically impossible by altering the stan
dard cylinders and yokes. Unfortunately, it
did not, i n fact, make wrong con
nection impOSSible. You have to b e very clever
indeed to make things idiot-proof. Even the
introduction by Heidbrink in 1954 of the
pin-index system has not fully resolved the
problem. Wrong gases continue to be admin
istered . . A meticulous checking of the gas
cylinders does. not guarantee that the gas in
the cylinder will be the one which it should
be. As recently as 1991 a report from Hong
Kong9 described how a series of patients was
given oxygen and nitrous oxide from prop
erly coloured and pin-indexed cylinders, but
became hypoxic. The anaesthetic machine,
flowmeters and vaporisets were all expertly
checked without finding anything amiss. Only
when the conte�ts of the cylinders were
checked was it discovered that the oxygen
cylinder in fact contained pure nitrogen. No
explanation was ever forthcoming.
As s oon as complicated pieces of equip
ment were invented to improve the delivery
of anaesthetic drugs, the problems which still
beset us today began to appear. The famous
Clover bag slung over the shoulder caused at
least one death. In Clover's technique, a mea
sured dose of chloroform was put into the
bag, which had a fixed capacity, and which
was then filled with air by means of a bel
lows. The patient breathed only from the bag,
no additional air being given. In theory, the
chloroform vapour could not exceed 2.8%,
which practice had shown to be safe, but in
187 3 a patient in Broadmoor Asylum died.
It was found by Clover that the bag had not
been fully inflated and therefore the chloro
form vapour had been too concentrated.lo
In 1857 , the German anaesthetist, F E
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Junker, invented a chloroform vaporiser
which consisted of a draw-over bottle into
which air was pumped by a hand-operated
bulb, the outlet being connected to the pa
tient b y way of a face mask. If the tubes were
eonnected in the wrong way, the patient re
ceived liquid chloroform when the bulb was
pumped. AltllOugh many attempts were made
to correct the fault, the wrong connectfon
was not made impossible u ntil 1892. Along
the way, several delightfully imaginative pieces
of apparatus were designed for the better de
livery of chloroform, such as Hewitt's modi
fied Junker's inhaler and' Tyrell's inhaler,
which went one better by incorporating one
bottle for ether and another for chloroform,
b oth conveniently accommodated in the
anaesthetist's waistcoat pockets. Even these
intimately supervised pieces of apparatus
could go wrong. As late as 1931 there was a
death from explosion when a similar tandem
system was being used. I I The ether bottle had
been turned off and oxygen was being passed
through the chloroform. It was an oral op
eration and a pencil light was introduced into
the mouth. There was an explosion in the
mouth, the anaesthetic' apparatus blew up,
and the patient died. Later exp erimentation
showed that the oxygen took up some ether
vapour on its way to the chloroform. A 4volt electric spark would not ignite ether and
air, but would ignite ether and oxygen; the
tqrch was driven by a 4-volt battery.
Although we have virtually ceased to use
flammable
anaesthetic agents, we are still
I
\. aware of the dangers of explosion if such
� agents are uscd with anaesthetic machinery
which is not adequately earthed and pro
tected from static electricity sparks. Less
well-known, perhaps, is the danger present
when an oxygen bottle is opened. In the
1960s, a colleague of mine burned down part
of his dental surgery building when the oxy
gen cylinder valve was opened suddenly with
the reducing valve closed. The sudden lib
eration of high pressure oxygen had com
pressed the air in the space between the two
valves and the heat caused an explosion. It
is, of course, the principle which is used in a
diesel engine. I later discovered that a simi
lar accident had been reported as far back as
1931, 12
In 1925 a 16-ycar-old boy was having a
broken jaw reduced and splinted under ether '
and oxygen anaesthesia. After about 25 min
utes the teeth were being dried by the time
honoured method of heating the nozzle of
an air syringe and blowing the warmed air
on to them. The spirit lamp for warming the
Continued on Page 1 4
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syringe was a bout s i x feet away, there were
no other naked lights near, and the nozzle of
the s y ringe was not red-hot. On the third ap
plication, there was an explosion at the back
of the boy's mouth: he died in ten minutes
and autopsy revealed rupture of the bronchi
and collapse of the lungs. The case was re
ported in the British MedicalJournal, 13 and iri
s ubsequent issues, s everal correspondents
made suggestions about the cause, varying
from catalytic action to bits of burning wick
on the nozzle, but no definite conclusion was
ever reached.
Giving the wrong strength of solution is a
comparatively common mistake. I was taught
to write prescriptions in drachms and ounces,
and the symbols used for those quantities
were so alike as to make confusion almost
inevitable. The pharmacist needed a good
knowledge of common dosage in order to be
able to interpret s ome people's writing.
Nowadays, we make things safer by using the
metric system. Unfortunately, it is only too
easy to multiply by ten by omitting or mis
placing the decimal point and so we still read
of deaths caused by overdosage.
It is also surprisingly easy to misread a la
bel. Very frequently we see what we expect
to see. In 1988 a British dentist killed a pa
tient under most unfortunate circumstances.
He commonly used intravenous diazepam,
preceded by atropine in order to protect
against bradycardia, which was then the stan
dard technique. In his practice, drugs of this
nature were kept in a special cabinet and only
drawn by his nurse when needed. It was the
practice routine for the unopened ampoule
of the drug to be pla ced on a tray for the den
tist to check before being drawn up into a
sy ringe and labelled by the nurse. After it had
been drawn up and labelled, he again checked
that it was the correct drug before he injected
it. On this occasion he performed all his nor
mal checks, so far as he could recollect after
wards'. He then injected the atropine, his pa
tient went into ventricular fibrillation and
died, despite prompt and efficient CPR.
Devastated, the dentist retrieved the glass am
poule for pharmaceutical analysis and, as he
looked at it again, he realised that it was labelled
adrenaline, not atropine. The practice never
used adrenaline and did not keep it in stock
except as part of the cmergency kit: both the
nurse and the dentist had seen what they ex
pected to see and read 'adrenaline' as 'atropine'.
In a paper from the USA, Tinker et al.I 4
in 1989 reviewed 1, 17 5 anaes thetic-related
claims on insurance companics for medical

malpractice, and concluded that of 1,097
cases where sufficient information was avail
able to make a judgement on its probable
value, some 31.5% of cases would have been
improved by the application of additional
monitors which means, of course, that 68.5%
would not. They considered that the moni
tors most useful in mishap prevention were
the pulse oximeter and the capnograph. In
1986 an editorial in Anaesthesia stated that:
'There is firm evidence that a considerable
reduction in the incidence of avoidable mor
tality and severe morbidity could be achieved
by the simple expedient of increased vigilance
by individual anaesthetists' .
Anaesthesia is a s near t o death as most
people will come until they die. A ny proce
dure which interferes s o d rastically
with human physiology must constitute a haz
ard, withan inescapable mortality. Even when
death is not actually caused by the anaesthetic,
it will still be reported by the press as if it
were. The aim must be to reduce the danger
of anaesthesia to the very minimum possible,
and it is very evident that the single most im
portant factor in doing this is good patient
management. All too often, it is a failure here
which is responsible for a fatal outcome: in
adequacy of the anaesthetist, not of the an
aesthetic. It is a truism much quoted that
there is no safe anaesthetic, only a safe anaes
thetist. It is equally true to say that it is not
possible to solve the problem of anaesthetic
mortality by throwing more technology at it.
Once apparatus began to assume greater
importance and became more complicated,
accidents which previously had been confined
to human error were compounded. If it is
true that to err is human, but to foul things
up completely requires a computer, then it is
equally true that the greater the complexity
of the machine, the more opportunities there
are for the operator to get it wrong.
Anaesthesia nowadays is certainly more
safe than it used to be, even 30 yea.rs ago.
The use of s ophisticated machinery has en
abled advances in techniques to be made
which have revolutionised surgery, and greatly
improved human life expectancy, but there is
still no substitute for the keen pair of eyes
and the educated pair of hands. Throughout
the ages, deaths have occurred in tlle advance
ment of medical knowl edge. It is always dan
gerous to be part of a developing frontier, but
if one death takes place because of an un
avoidable error, then it is a death too many. If
one were to sum up the lessons to be learned
from the literature, then a modification of one
well-known sentence would suffice - the
price of scifety is eternal vigilance.

News About
Dr. Carl Koller
A recent l etter from Mrs. Hortense
Becker, an Honorary Member of ilie Anes
thesia History Association, informs us that
the papers (some 1500 items) of her father,
Dr. Carl Koller, who introduced local anes
thesia in surgery in 1884, are now housed
and available in the U.S. Library of Congress.
These items are listed under Carl Koller1 85 7- 1 944-Papers 1 8 79- 1 963 , and com
prise a variety of subjects, including:
a) detailed notes of lectures of several
prominent professors at the University of
Vienna in the 1860s.
b) correspondence with Sigmund Freud
while at graduate school.
c) scientific papers, as well as medical
journals.
d) anti-Semitism at the University of
Vienna which triggered a duel with a young
medical officer, including newspaper ac
counts of the discussions.
We are most grateful to Mrs. Becker for
making this information known, which will
be a treasure trove to those interested in the
history of that era from a medical viewpoint.
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by Dr. Clyde Jones of San Diego. Dr. Jones is
a retired Navy anesthesiologist and was Chief
of Anesthesia at both the San Diego Naval
Hospital and the San Diego Kaiser Founda
tion Hospital. He was also a founding mem
ber of the Anesthesia History Association.
Dr. Jones was led into medical mission work
by Rod's example. Rod traveled on medical
missions to Afghanistan and Malaysia, among
other countries, and had just returned from
Sarajevo a week before his death. He also
emphasized Rod's zeal and enthusiasm and
sense of humor, especially when telling sto
ries of Afghani yaks.
A remembrance of Rod with his family
was delivered by Mr. Buck Serrano, who
served as a Boy Scout leader for Rod's son
Grant. Father Carroll gave the final blessing.
A bagpiper in full Scottish dress appeared at
the rear of the church, piping Amazing Grace,
and the casket was moved to the cathedral's
courtyard . A brief military ceremony oc
curred, amI the casket's flag was presented
to the family.
Attendees gathered in the cathedral's
Great Hall afterwards for refreshments. Fam
ily and professional pictures were on display,
as were items from Rod's anesthesia equip
ment collection and anesthesia book collec
, tion. Among those attending from the world
of anesthesia were Dr. N. Ty Smith and his

wife, Dr. Penelope Cave Smith, and Dr. and
Mrs. Clyde Jones (previously mentioned); Dr.
and Mrs. Leslie Rendell-Baker of Lorna
Linda, CA (he is an expert on anesthesia
equipment history, author with William W.
Mushin of Origins lfThoracic Anesthesia-re
issued by the WLM in 1 99 1 -and had re
centlyworked with Rod on equipment at the
Wood Library-Museum) , Dr. and Mrs. Gil
Kinyon of San Diego (Dr. Kinyon was previ
ously president of the California Society of
Anesthesiologists and received its Distin
guished Serv;ice Award in 1 986, developed
modern anesthesia in San Diego and was in
terviewed by Rod on videotape for the
WLM's Living History series), Dr. John
Haddox of San Diego (the 1 9 80 ASA presi
dent and recipient of the ASA Distinguished
Service Award in 1 992), Dr. and Mrs. Larry
Saidman (he is Editor of AnesthesioloBJ and a
UCSD colleague of Rod's), Dr. Jonathan
Benumof (another UCSD colleague and au
thor of numerous anesthesia publications
related to airwaY,management and anesthe
sia for thoracic surgery) , Dr. Tom Joas (a
previous CSA president) and Dr. Harvey
Shapiro, Rod's previous chairman at UCSD .
Some of Rod's current and former residents
attended. I represented the ASNs Wood li
brary-Museum (Rod was a member of its
Board of Trustees) and the Anesthesia His
tory Association (which Rod and I founded) .
Others attendingwere the San Diego VNs

Hospital Director, Leonard Rogers, and the
VNs Chief of Staff, Dr. Jackie Partmore. Re
flecting Rod's interest in all kinds of people,
many nurses from the UCSD affiliated hos
pitals and even housekeeping staff from the
VA attended. The ORs were closed at both
the University Hospital and the San Diego
VA, to allow staff to attend the funeral.
I ducked back into the cathedral before
leaving for the long drive back to Los Ange
les. Diagonal stripes of red, yellow, blue and
green light from the stained glass windows
played on the now-empty pews and plain grey
walls. I reflected for some time on the cer
emony and the man. The ceremony was as
Rod would have wanted it: military, quiet and
with style. The man was a unique human
being who we all loved. The sense ofloss was
profound.
Dr. Ty Smith had stated that Rod's legacy
to us should be for us to take on Rod's love
of humanity and his enthusiasm for helping
others. "I hope those who knew Rod will try
to remember this legacy: 'When you do some
kind act to someone else, however large or
small, especially one that you might not oth
erwise have done, please think of me. ' "
There could be no greater gift back to Rod,
who gave us all so much of himself.
The body was cremated. Burial is at Fort
Rosecrans Military Cemetery in San Diego.

(N. '1J Smith MD made helpful comments on
this article.)
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